,5 - Supplementary Table S2 : Overview of selected parameter changes used for the different programs, and their overall effect on the identification of true and false peaks for each transcription factor. The numbers stand for: Large positive effect (+3), general positive effect (+2), marginal positive effect (+1), no overall effect (0), marginal negative effect (-1), general negative effect (-2), large negative effect (-3). 
MACS

Multivariate sampling of peak-regions by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
We used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the calculated parameters, or variables, from all regions to create a sample space of the peak regions. This sample space has a reduced dimensionality compared to the original variable space, but explains almost the same variation. The reduced dimensionality is achieved by projecting each sample in the data set, which in this case are the peak-regions, onto principal components, which are linear combinations of the original variables. An advantage with the principal components is that they are independent (orthogonal), which make them easy to sample from. Since each subsequent principal component is designed to represent the maximum variation in the remaining data, the new space given by the principal components is also a good map of variations in peak-appearance given by the initial calculated parameters. To peak-regions located far from each other in the principal component space are different in appearance, while to peak-regions located close to each other are similar. By sampling evenly in the principal component space, a peak-selection can be created which represent the general variations in peak appearance.
Sampling of regions was done by placing a grid with a predefined size across the principal component space, two components at a time, and selecting the region located closest to the grid points. This was done for the first five principal components, which accounted for over 80% of the variation in the original parameters. Including the programs overlap with each region as a variable, ensured that the selection of regions where not biased towards a specific program.
Critiera used for manual evaluation of peak-profiles and binding sites.
A "(+)" is designated to features that helps to classify the profile as a true peak or binding site, while "(-)" is designated to features which classify the profile as noise.
Initial evaluation:
High number of tags (+) There is a visible profile on at least one of the strands, where tags are distributed similar to a normal distribution around the point of maximum intensity. (+) The profile is shifted, so the profile on the positive strand precedes the profile on the negative strand (+) The profile looks similar on both strands (+) No shift, or shift in wrong direction on the positive relative to the negative strand (-) Most or all tags have identical (or differing in just a few bp) start positions, creating spike-like peaks (-) Tags look evenly and randomly distributed in the evaluated region (-)
Background data:
Background intensity similar or higher than signal intensity (-) Shape of background profile similar to peak-profile (-)
Replicate data:
Peak-profile appears similarly in replicate data (+) Relation between manual peak-classifications and the number of tags associated with the peakregions for (A) NRSF, (B) SRF, and (C) Max. The bars to the left in each group are based on the total number of tags, whereas the bars on the right are based on tags relative to background. Regions with total tag-counts and relative tag-counts below four are not included, which is the reason why the number of regions (N) is smaller for the data using external background. The complete dataset is heavily biased towards low intensity peaks, which is balanced in the evaluated set. The overall distribution of peaks according to both tag intensity in itself and tag intensity relative to background tag intensity was heavily biased towards low-intensity peaks; over 80% of the peaks had less than 50 tags. In the manually evaluated regions, false peaks were mostly found among the low-intensity peaks. However, 40-50% of the false peaks had tag-counts above 50. Consequently, a threshold on tag counts is not sufficient to separate true from false peaks.
Using tag counts adjusted to background instead of counts based only on sample data gave improved correlations between tag count and true peaks. 70-75% of the positive peaks had 50 or more background-adjusted tags whereas this was true for only 10-20% of the negative peaks. Thus, although background-adjusted tag counts can improve peak predictions, tag counts in itself cannot completely separate true from false peaks. Additional factors such as peak appearance should also be considered when identifying peaks. PWM enrichment thresholds for potential binding sites for (A) NRSF, (B) SRF, and (C) Max. The threshold was selected at the PWM-score where sequences begin to show an enrichment of tags, compared to the average sequence tag-count. To avoid the inclusion of too many or too few sites, a trade-off with regard to the total number of sites was necessary, which led to slightly lowered and raised cut-offs for SRF and Max, respectively. Illustration of the peak-region evaluation. The profiles on the positive and negative strand have been shifted and combined into a single peak. True positives are nucleotides in the software defined region which overlaps with nucleotides in the manually defined region (green), false positives are nucleotides in the software defined region which do not overlap with nucleotides in the manually defined region (red), and false negatives are nucleotides in the manually defined region which do not overlap with nucleotides in the software defined region (blue).
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Supplementary Figure S8 Classification of potential binding sites as true, false, or ambiguous. (A) Three binding sites classified as negative (light grey), ambiguous (grey) and positive (black) from left to right. (B) Three potential binding sites located very close together. In such cases all sites are classified as positive. The evaluation of program performance is made on the nucleotide level, and only the nucleotides participating in binding sites are evaluated. For each program-predicted region a true positive is a nucleotide overlapping with a positive binding site, a false positive is a nucleotide overlapping with a negative binding site, and a false negative is a nucleotide from a positive binding site that does not overlap with the program-predicted region 
